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Police ordinances



Police-ordinances

concern the whole of – communication of and
debate on – normative texts; its creation,
implementation, enforcement and the
maintaining of ordinances aimed at coercing
society towards the common good, and
subsequently allowing it to achieve welfare.

(Translated from German. Original by Karl
Härter in ‘Security and “Gute Policey” –
Journal of Quantum and Interquantum. 2010)



Appearances

Left: https://library.maastrichtuniversity.nl/collections/databases/digitale-plakkaatzoeker/
Right: Plakkaat van Verlatinghe, pagina 1 (NA)

https://library.maastrichtuniversity.nl/collections/databases/digitale-plakkaatzoeker/


Police-ordinances include much information



MPiLHLT Repertorium and other initiatives (dark green), period 1500-1800.
https://policey.rg.mpg.de/web/ 

Previous 
projects



MPIeR-categorisation

Through: Alluvial Diagram - https://app.rawgraphs.io/

SKOS: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564586

https://app.rawgraphs.io/


The ‘smoking gun’ and the RQ

‘Early Modern European states struggled for survival, making it impossible
to ‘reinvent the wheel’ each time a problem arose. Hence, it was of
tremendous importance to copy, adapt and implement normative rules
(aka legislation) that were already proven succesful elsewhere.’

But…
 Where to start?
 How to prove this?
 Data?



“Narrowing” down the focus: Low 
Countries

Entangled Histories project KB National Library of the 
Netherlands (2019)

- Annemieke Romein (PI)
- Sara Veldhoen (Scientific Programmer)
- Michel de Gruijter (Project manager)

Entangled 
Histories-
pilot



Sources # 108
Font 88 roman, 20 gothic
Language 67 Dutch, 26 FR, 1 Lat, 14 mix
Pages# 75.000 
Characters# 550 mln
Publication date 17th and 18th century
Region Nearly all provinces

Digitisation: 
Sources in numbers



Teaching the computer to 
‘segment’ and ‘read’ texts

N.B. Segmentation can be done 
with several tools and is heavily 
under development.



Need to improve the Dutch/ French 
OCR-results through HTR+

&# Staten ban éotabt(5toning gen embe 
CPntmelana ijen : D O EN T E AS toirectie van de 
ijſte #V j, ban uerpachtinge bn g;&#Zº ong in het 
latft berlo reert/ tenighſing ghertmebieert embt 
belet fulben 3ijn gemeeſt/ be beeluulnige frauben 
enige bieberpen/ #ſtem liſtige en beſchabelijcke 
p?artiquen/ compoſitien eiſiana bere abupſen/ 
ſtrerkenbt tot groten af-breuck banne €5enerale 
Taibbelen/eimerchtlijcke plajubitiebanalle goebe 
getroume ingeſetenen en de oprechte liefhebberg 
ban't13abetlant/bemeltke beur alfulcke 
publicque&Dit benen.be 13pamben ban't berncene 
beſte/ niet alleene in WETEN. 2 Iſjoemel hun 
berijoopt ljabijen bat boo? ſjet reb?eg ciï rt. t 
pen3aer 1622.

N.B. Dutch Gothic differs from German Gothic and 
therefore it cannot be processed through OCR-D (yet).



Training the text-recognition



Automatic metadating?!

Application of metadata (e.g. .csv-file) with the full-text transcriptions (machine-readable texts). 
With a tool such as Annif (Finnish National Library) it is possible to train AI to recognise the 
topics within a tekst.



Method for automatic metadating

Use of a controlled subject vocabulary (instead of ‘free’ 
topic modelling) – with the systematic index of the 
Repetorium.
Challenging is the hierarchical structure of the aforementioned 

categorization – but the pilot study in ‘Entangled Histories’ 
(KB National Library The Hague) showed that it works.

The hierarchical structure needs/-ed to be converted into 
a Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) 
which allows URI’s to be connected to several 
translations of the same term (thus, the possibility for 
cross-language searches).
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564586 (here help with correcting and 

adding languages would be welcome)

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564586


Method for automatic metadating

Initial test on 470 legal texts (each with ca. 3.3 topics 
assigned) resulted in a 40% success rate of attributing 
categories at the deepest level. 

N.B. There are a huge number categories and thus there was 
not enough training within a 10-fold cross-validation; yet, 
this was the first result. This leads to believe that additional 
trainingmaterial (and language normalisation) would allow 
for automatic metadating of legal texts.

More details can be found in:
- DHBenelux Journal #2: http://journal.dhbenelux.org/journal/issues/002/article-23-romein/article-23-
romein.html
- Or at: https://lab.kb.nl/dataset/entangled-histories-ordinances-low-countries 



Conclusions



Thank you for your attention.
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